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True Love and Bartholomew Rebels on the Burmese Border Cambridge University Press Jonathan Falla, a nurse and prizewinning playwright, spent an illegal year living with the Karen rebels. His
richly illustrated account of life in the Burmese jungle creates an evocative portrait of a people ﬁghting to preserve their way of life. The Karen, one of Burma's many minority peoples, have been waging
an increasingly desperate war for autonomy against the Burmese government since 1949. Burma's 'closed door' policies have prevented any close study of Karen society since the 1920s and more recent
writers have been forced to concentrate on Karen refugee communities in Thailand. Discussing all aspects of Karen life, this is no ordinary anthropological study but a highly personalized account. Based
on the lives of individual Karen there are chapters on music, food, love, the patterns of forest and river life, on women, language, weaponry and mercenaries, and on the symbols of rebel nationalism.
America and the Paciﬁc Rim Coming to Terms with New Realities Rowman & Littleﬁeld Recognizing the dawning of the Paciﬁc century and its implications for the United States, this textbook
explores the economic, political, and social development of the countries of the Asia Paciﬁc and analyzes past, present, and future U.S. policy responses. Houseman compares and contrasts various levels
of development within the region, emphasizing especially trade, security, and human rights issues. He concludes with recommendations for U.S. policymaking acknowledging the realities of shrinking
political and economic inﬂuence in the post-Cold War era. Myanmar’s Mountain and Maritime Borderscapes Local Practices, Boundary-Making and Figured Worlds ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute
This edited volume adds to the literature on Myanmar and its borders by drawing attention to the signiﬁcance of geography, history, politics and society in the construction of the border regions and the
country. First, it alerts us to the fact that the border regions are situated in the mountainous and maritime domains of the country, highlighting the commonalities that arise from shared geography.
Second, the book foregrounds socio-spatio practices — economic, intimate, spiritual, virtual — of border and boundary-making in their local context. This demonstrates how state-deﬁned notions of
territory, borders and identity are enacted or challenged. Third, despite sharing common features, Myanmar’s borderscapes also possess unique conﬁgurations of ethnic, political and economic attributes,
producing social formations and ﬁgured worlds that are more cohesive or militant in some border areas than in others. Understanding and comparing these social practices and their corresponding lifeworlds allows us to re-examine the connections from the borderlands back to the hinterland and to consider the value of border and boundary studies in problematizing and conceptualizing recent changes
in Myanmar. “This ambitious project combines sophisticated theorization of boundary-making as a form of social practice and empirical studies of Myanmar’s heterogeneous borderlands, both land and
sea. Seeing the country from its edges opens up a provocative and altogether novel vision of the contestations joining diverse peripheries and centre. This volume brings together the leading scholars of
the country in a collection that is a must-have for anyone interested in contemporary Myanmar, border studies, and Southeast Asia.” -- Itty Abraham, Head, Department of Southeast Asian Studies,
National University of Singapore (NUS) “This is the ﬁrst book to attempt to bring together such a diverse range of Myanmar’s land and maritime border regions for comparison. In doing so, it highlights the
diversity of the country’s demographic, social, economic and political make-up when viewed from the margins rather than the centre. It reveals how these border regions help to constitute the nation and
how they shape what modern Myanmar is today — they also give strong indicators of what it might become. This is an essential read for anyone in the social sciences interested in borderlands, as well as
those requiring a broader understanding of the challenges facing the contemporary Myanmar government as it attempts to usher in social and political cohesion following decades of conﬂict.” -- Mandy
Sadan, Reader in the History of South East Asia, School of Oriental & African Studies (SOAS) Research Beyond Borders Multidisciplinary Reﬂections Lexington Books This collection draws insights
from an interdisciplinary group of scholars specializing in diverse methods used in the social sciences and humanities to reﬂect on the empirical, methodological, and practical implications of conducting
research beyond one’s national borders. This book seeks to help researchers consider the need for transnational multidisciplinary practices that remain aware of the inequalities that continually inform
current or dominant research practices. Myanmar (Burma) since the 1988 Uprising A Select Bibliography, 4th edition ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute Updated by popular demand, this is the fourth
edition of this important bibliography. It lists a wide selection of works on or about Myanmar published in English and in hard copy since the 1988 pro-democracy uprising, which marked the beginning of a
new era in Myanmar’s modern history. There are now 2,727 titles listed. They have been written, edited, translated or compiled by over 2,000 people, from many diﬀerent backgrounds. These works have
been organized into thirty-ﬁve subject chapters containing ninety-ﬁve discrete sections. There are also four appendices, including a comprehensive reading guide for those unfamiliar with Myanmar or who
may be seeking guidance on particular topics. This book is an invaluable aid to oﬃcials, scholars, journalists, armchair travellers and others with an interest in this fascinating but deeply troubled country.
The Political Ecology of Forestry in Burma, 1824-1994 1824 - 1994 University of Hawaii Press The history of Burma's forests is a paradox. No other country has been so closely identiﬁed in the
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popular imagination with its forests, yet the political processes that govern their fate are even today scarcely - understood. This book addresses the paradox, analysing the politics of forest management in
Burma between 1824 and 1994. The central question is: what have been the political consequences of the advent of a Forest Department in 1856 on forest access and conﬂict in Burma? To answer it three
notions, which serve as the analytical framework of the book, are diﬀerentiated: forests as a contested resource: the Forest Department as a resource manager; and conﬂicting perceptions of forest use.
Reconstructing Conﬂict Integrating War and Post-War Geographies Routledge Reconstruction - the rebuilding of state, economy, culture and society in the wake of war - is a powerful idea, and a
profoundly transformative one. From the refashioning of new landscapes in bombed-out cities and towns to the reframing of national identities to accommodate changed historical narratives, the term has
become synonymous with notions of "post-conﬂict" society; it draws much of its rhetorical power from the neat demarcation, both spatially and temporally, between war and peace. The reality is far more
complex. In this volume, reconstruction is identiﬁed as a process of conﬂict and of militarized power, not something that clearly demarcates a post-war period of peace. Kirsch and Flint bring together an
internationally diverse range of studies by leading scholars to examine how periods of war and other forms of political violence have been justiﬁed as processes of necessary and valid reconstruction as
well as the role of war in catalyzing the construction of new political institutions and destroying old regimes. Challenging the false dichotomy between war and peace, this book explores instead the ways
that war and peace are mutually constituted in the creation of historically speciﬁc geographies and geographical knowledges. Mon Nationalism and Civil War in Burma The Golden Sheldrake
Routledge A major contribution to the literature of Burmese history and politics, this book traces the rich and tragic history of the Mon people of Burma and Thailand, from the pre-colonial era to the
present day. This vivid account of ethnic politics and civil war situates the story of Mon nationalism within the 'big picture' of developments in Burma, Thailand and the region. Primarily an empirical study,
it also addresses issues of identity and anticipates Burmese politics in the new millennium. A particular feature of the book is its ﬁrst-hand descriptions of insurgency and displacement, drawn from the
author's experiences as an aid worker in the war zone. Nationalism as Political Paranoia in Burma An Essay on the Historical Practice of Power Routledge This study probes the complex
relationship between nationalism, violence and Buddhism in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Burma. Gravers' study brings us to present-day Burma and the struggle by Nobel Prize winner Aung San Suu
Kyi for a new Burmese identity. The present volume is a substantially revised and expanded version of the study originally published by the Nordic Institute of Asian Studies. Historical Dictionary of
Burma (Myanmar) Rowman & Littleﬁeld This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Burma (Myanmar) contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has
over 700 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy, foreign relations, religion, and culture. Anderson’s Travel Companion A Guide to the Best Non-Fiction and Fiction
for Travelling Routledge A selection of the best in travel writing, with both ﬁction and non-ﬁction presented together, this companion is for all those who like travelling, like to think about travelling, and
who take an interest in their destination. It covers guidebooks as well as books about food, history, art and architecture, religion, outdoor activities, illustrated books, autobiographies, biographies and
ﬁction and lists books both in and out of print. Anderson's Travel Companion is arranged ﬁrst by continent, then alphabetically by country and then by subject, cross-referenced where necessary. There is a
separate section for guidebooks and comprehensive indexes. Sarah Anderson founded the Travel Bookshop in 1979 and is also a journalist and writer on travel subjects. She is known by well-known travel
writers such as Michael Palin and Colin Thubron. Michael Palin chose her bookshop as his favourite shop and Colin Thubron and Geoﬀrey Moorhouse, among others, made suggestions for titles to include in
the Travel Companion. Secrets and Power in Myanmar Intelligence and the Fall of General Khin Nyunt ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute "No external observer knows more about Myanmar’s security
and intelligence apparatus than Andrew Selth. In this book he presents an account of the structure and functions of Myanmar’s deep state, along with a tale of personal ambition, rivalry and ruthless power
politics worthy of John Le Carre. A thoroughly educative, entertaining and intriguing read." — Professor Michael Wesley, Dean, College of Asia and the Paciﬁc, The Australian National University "Andrew
Selth has once again amply illustrated the depth and penetration of his study of Myanmar/Burma and its institutions. This work on the more recent aspects of the country’s intelligence apparatus goes
beyond a masterful and comprehensive analysis of the Burmese intelligence community, and probes the social and institutional bases of the attitudes giving rise to that critical aspect of power. We are
once again in Dr Selth’s debt. This is required reading for serious observers of the Burmese scene." — David I. Steinberg, Distinguished Professor of Asian Studies Emeritus, Georgetown University "By
lifting the lid on a pervasive yet secretive intelligence apparatus, Andrew Selth makes an outstanding contribution to Myanmar Studies. For scholars and practitioners alike, this book provides an essential
history of a security state that remains powerful even during the transition away from overt authoritarian rule." — Professor Ian Holliday, Vice-President (Teaching and Learning), The University of Hong
Kong The Politics of Environment in Southeast Asia Routledge The Politics of Environment in Southeast Asia charts the emergence of the environment as an issue of public debate in the region.
Through a series of case studies the authors explore the coalescence of social forces around environmental issues, the process of alliance formation, and the role of state institutions, media and NGOs in
the complex political battles over resource allocation. The volatile tensions between the winners and losers in this struggle for the environment will make Southeast Asia a focus of increased attention. For
Us Surrender Is Out of the Question A Story from Burma's Never-Ending War Catapult The human rights journalist and author of Irritable Hearts: A PTSD Love Story shines a light on the Karen
refugees ﬂeeing Burma’s genocide. There’s a civil war (the world’s longest running, in fact) raging between the Burmese government and ethnic rebels. But since Burma is a country nearly shut out from
the rest of the world, the only footage of the carnage comes via groups of young, tough, booze-loving refugees who run into war zones to collect it. And with these refugees is where we ﬁnd Mac
McClelland embedded in her staggering debut, For Us Surrender Is Out of the Question. McClelland weaves a narrative that is part investigative journalism, part popular history, and part memoir of a
Midwestern, twenty-something girl living with refugee activists on the Burma-Thailand border. Driven by the community McClelland is illegally aiding—a small group of brave young men and women— For
Us Surrender Is Out of the Question is an urgent and fascinating look at a weary conﬂict, told by a bright, new voice. “Alternately poignant and raucous, angry and heartbreaking . . . McClelland’s reporting
is very much from-the-ground-up, far livelier than we will ever get from the average foreign correspondent.” —Adam Hochschild, New York Times–bestselling author “Any reporting on the notoriously
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under-documented Burmese war is critical reading; a page-turner like this one is not to be missed.” —San Francisco Magazine “Gritty, informed, passionate . . . McClelland’s gonzo sensibility, big heart,
and keen eye for weird details bring this tale of inhuman cruelty and human resilience vividly alive.” —Gary Kamiya, cofounder of Salon Spaces of Solidarity Karen Activism in the Thailand-Burma
Borderlands Berghahn Books Exploring notions of activism and space as narrated by Karen displaced persons and refugees in the Thai-Burma borderlands, this book looks beyond refugees as passive
victims or a ‘humanitarian case’. Instead, the book examines the active engagement the Karen have with their persecution and displacement and their subsequent emplacement in the borderlands. A key
focus of the book is to look at this engagement in terms of spaces of solidarity – constructed through patterns of activism, paths of connectivity and processes of cultural recovery. The book also studies
the spatial conﬁguration of borderlands, examining the impact of cross-border activities and their inter-related nature. The Folk-tales of Burma An Introduction BRILL This handbook is the ﬁrst in-depth
overview of the fascinating world of Burmese folk-tales. Part one provides a wide-ranging and multi-disciplinary survey of folk-tale studies, together with a broad functional classiﬁcation of Burma's tales.
Part two presents, mostly for the ﬁrst time in a European language, the categorized actual tales themselves. With commentaries on plots and cross-cultural motifs - past and present. With index,
substantial bibliography, and suggestions for further research. Living Silence in Burma Surviving under Military Rule Zed Books Ltd. Eight years after the ﬁrst edition of this insightful and highly
regarded book, Burma remains one of the most troubled nations in Southeast Asia. While other countries have democratized and prospered, Burma is governed by a repressive military dictatorship and is
the second largest producer of heroin in the world. In this exceptionally readable yet scholarly account of Burma today, Christina Fink gives a moving and insightful picture of what life under military rule is
like. Through the extensive interviews conducted inside and outside the country, we begin to understand Burma's political and domestic situation and a comprehensive understanding of why military rule
has lasted so long. This signiﬁcantly revised new edition includes material taking the reader up to present day action and accounts, including the impacts of the dramatic 2007 monks' demonstrations,
which were coordinated with former student activists and members of Aung San Suu Kyi's party. The book explores the regime's continued attempts to weaken and divide the democratic movement and
the ethnic nationalist organizations and explains how the democratic movement and ethnic groups have sought to achieve their goals; in part, by working more closely together. Encyclopedia of
Insurgency and Counterinsurgency: A New Era of Modern Warfare A New Era of Modern Warfare ABC-CLIO A fascinating look at the insurgencies and counterinsurgencies throughout history
with a concentration on the 20th and 21st centuries. • An introduction by Dr. Conrad Crane of the Army War College, a widely acknowledged expert on the topic • Essays on terms used to describe aspects
of insurgency and counterinsurgencies • A chronology tracing important insurgencies and counterinsurgency eﬀorts throughout history • An extensive bibliography that points students toward additional
resources for further study Ethnic Politics in Burma States of Conﬂict Routledge This book examines the ideas which have structured half a century of civil war in Burma, and the roles which political
elites and foreign networks - from colonial missionaries to aid worker activists - have played in mediating understandings of ethnic conﬂict in the country. The book includes a brief overview of precolonial
and colonial Burma, and the emergence ethnic identity as a politically salient characteristic. It describes the struggle for independence and the parliamentary era (1948-62), and the quarter century of
military-socialist rule that followed (1962-88). The book analyses the causes, dynamics and impacts of on-going armed conﬂict in Burma, since the 1988 'democracy uprising' through to the 2007 'saﬀron
revolution' (when monks and ordinary people took to the streets in protest against the military regime). There is a special focus on the plight of displaced people, and the ways in which local and
international agencies have responded. The book also examines one of the most signiﬁcant, but least well-understood, political developments in Burma over the last twenty years: the series of ceaseﬁres
agreed since 1989 between the military government and most armed ethnic groups. The positive and negative impacts of the ceaseﬁres are analysed, including a study of civil society among ethnic
nationality communities. This analysis leads to a discussion of the nature of social and political change in Burma, and a re-examination of some commonly held assumptions regarding the country,
including issues of ethnicity and federalism. The book concludes with a brief Epilogue, taking account of Cyclone Nargis, which struck Burma on 2 and 3 May 2008, resulting in a massive humanitarian
crisis. The Karen Revolution in Burma Diverse Voices, Uncertain Ends Institute of Southeast Asian Studies This study analyses the various types and stages of conﬂict that have been experienced by
diverse groups and generations of Karen over the six decades of armed conﬂict between the Karen National Union (KNU) and successive Burmese governments. Instead of focusing on those who are
internally displaced, those in the refugee camps on the Thai-Burma border or living abroad, or those in the KNU, it places particular emphasis on the "other" Karen, or the majority segment of the Karen
population living inside Burma, a population that has hitherto received little scholarly and journalistic attention. It also assesses the Karen people's varied attitudes toward a number of political
organizations that claim to represent their interests, toward successive Burmese military regimes, and toward the political issues that led to the original divide between "accommodators" and "rebels." This
study argues that the lifestyles and strategies that the Karens have pursued are diverse and not conﬁned to armed resistance. Acknowledging these multiple voices will not only shed light upon the many
positive features of ethnic interactions, including harmonious communal relationships and signiﬁcant attempts to promote peace and stability by encouraging "normal" activities and routines in both
peaceful and war-torn areas; it will also help to identify policy recommendations for future ceaseﬁre negotiations and a possible long-term political settlement within the context of a militarized Burma.
Identity Matters Ethnic and Sectarian Conﬂict Berghahn Books In response to the attacks of September 11, 2001 and war in Afghanistan, the Fulbright New Century Scholars program brought
together social scientists from around the world to study sectarian, ethnic, and cultural conﬂict within and across national borders. As one result of their year of intense discussion, this book examines the
roots of collective violence - and the measures taken to avoid it - in Burma (Myanmar), China, Germany, Pakistan, Senegal, Singapore, Thailand, Tibet, Ukraine, Southeast Asia, and Western Europe. Case
studies and theoretical essays introduce the basic principles necessary to identify and explain the symbols and practices each unique human group holds sacred or inalienable. The authors apply the
methods of political science, social psychology, anthropology, journalism, and educational research. They build on the insights of Gordon Allport, Charles Taylor, and Max Weber to describe and analyze the
patterns of behavior that social groups worldwide use to maintain their identities. Written to inform the general reader and communicate across disciplinary boundaries, this important and timely volume
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demonstrates ways of understanding, predicting and coping with ethnic and sectarian violence. Contributors: Badeng Nima, David Brown, Kwanchewan Buadaeng, Patrick B. Inman, Karina V. Korostelina,
James L. Peacock, Thomas F. Pettigrew, Wee Teng Soh, Hamadou Tidiane Sy, Patricia M. Thornton, Mohammad Waseem. The Art of Not Being Governed An Anarchist History of Upland Southeast
Asia Yale University Press From the acclaimed author and scholar James C. Scott, the compelling tale of Asian peoples who until recently have stemmed the vast tide of state-making to live at arm’s length
from any organized state society For two thousand years the disparate groups that now reside in Zomia (a mountainous region the size of Europe that consists of portions of seven Asian countries) have
ﬂed the projects of the organized state societies that surround them—slavery, conscription, taxes, corvée labor, epidemics, and warfare. This book, essentially an “anarchist history,” is the ﬁrst-ever
examination of the huge literature on state-making whose author evaluates why people would deliberately and reactively remain stateless. Among the strategies employed by the people of Zomia to
remain stateless are physical dispersion in rugged terrain; agricultural practices that enhance mobility; pliable ethnic identities; devotion to prophetic, millenarian leaders; and maintenance of a largely
oral culture that allows them to reinvent their histories and genealogies as they move between and around states. In accessible language, James Scott, recognized worldwide as an eminent authority in
Southeast Asian, peasant, and agrarian studies, tells the story of the peoples of Zomia and their unlikely odyssey in search of self-determination. He redeﬁnes our views on Asian politics, history,
demographics, and even our fundamental ideas about what constitutes civilization, and challenges us with a radically diﬀerent approach to history that presents events from the perspective of stateless
peoples and redeﬁnes state-making as a form of “internal colonialism.” This new perspective requires a radical reevaluation of the civilizational narratives of the lowland states. Scott’s work on Zomia
represents a new way to think of area studies that will be applicable to other runaway, fugitive, and marooned communities, be they Gypsies, Cossacks, tribes ﬂeeing slave raiders, Marsh Arabs, or SanBushmen. The Physician of Sanlúcar Aurora Metro Publications An intense, graphic, quietly violent psychological novel from multi-award-winning author Jonathan Falla that explores exile and
redemption, set against the stark Patagonian wilderness in 1915. When a woman and her husband encounter a mysterious doctor, his reclusive life is irrevocably altered and forbidden attraction and
impending war force him to make diﬃcult decisions. The State in Myanmar NUS Press Literature of Travel and Exploration An Encyclopedia Routledge Containing more than 600 entries, this
valuable resource presents all aspects of travel writing. There are entries on places and routes (Afghanistan, Black Sea, Egypt, Gobi Desert, Hawaii, Himalayas, Italy, Northwest Passage, Samarkand, Silk
Route, Timbuktu), writers (Isabella Bird, Ibn Battuta, Bruce Chatwin, Gustave Flaubert, Mary Kingsley, Walter Ralegh, Wilfrid Thesiger), methods of transport and types of journey (balloon, camel, grand
tour, hunting and big game expeditions, pilgrimage, space travel and exploration), genres (buccaneer narratives, guidebooks, New World chronicles, postcards), companies and societies (East India
Company, Royal Geographical Society, Society of Dilettanti), and issues and themes (censorship, exile, orientalism, and tourism). For a full list of entries and contributors, a generous selection of sample
entries, and more, visit the Literature of Travel and Exploration: An Encyclopedia website. Government Policies and Ethnic Relations in Asia and the Paciﬁc MIT Press Eﬀorts to contend with
tensions inherent in multiethnic societies; case studies of India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines, China, Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Fiji,
Vanuatu, and the Federated States of Micronesia. Ethnic conﬂict, one of the most serious and widespread problems in the world today, can undermine eﬀorts to promote political and economic
development, as well as political, economic, and social justice. It can also lead to violence and open warfare, producing horrifying levels of death and destruction. Although government policies on ethnic
issues often have profound eﬀects on a country, the subject has been neglected by most scholars and analysts. This volume analyzes diﬀerent policies governments have pursued in their eﬀorts to
contend with the tensions inherent in multiethnic societies. The book focuses on Asia and the Paciﬁc, the most populous and economically vibrant part of the world. The heart of the book is a set of case
studies of government policies in sixteen countries: India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines, China, Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Fiji,
Vanuatu, and the Federated States of Micronesia. The studies consider a wide range of political, economic, educational, linguistic, and cultural policies, and how these policies have evolved over time.
Using a broad comparative perspective to assess the eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent governmental approaches, the authors oﬀer policy recommendations that cut across individual countries and regions. Living
Silence Burma Under Military Rule Zed Books Burma remains the odd man out in South East Asia. It is a military dictatorship, not part of the region's still-dynamic economy, and has a troubled
relationship with the outside world, including that fact that it is the second largest supplier of heroin. This exceptionally readable account of Burma gives a graphic, often moving, and always insightful
picture of what life under military rule is like for ordinary Burmese. This survey takes in a wide diversity of ordinary people and communities. Newsletter State Consuming Space Placing
Consumption in Perspective Routledge An examination of the relationship between space, place and consumption oﬀers important insights into some of the most powerful forces constructing
contemporary societies. Space and place are made and remade through consumption. Yet how do cultures of consumption discover space, and how do they construct place? This book addresses these
questions by exploring the implications of conceptualizing consumption as a spatial, increasingly global, yet intensely localized activity. The work develops integrative approaches that articulate the
processes involved in the production and consumption of space and place. The result is a varied, engaging, and innovative study of consumption and its role in structuring contemporary capitalist political
economies. The Cold War: The Deﬁnitive Encyclopedia and Document Collection [5 volumes] ABC-CLIO This sweeping reference work covers every aspect of the Cold War, from its ignition in the
ashes of World War II, through the Berlin Wall and the Cuban Missile Crisis, to the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. The Cold War superpower face-oﬀ between the Soviet Union and the United States
dominated international aﬀairs in the second half of the 20th century and still reverberates around the world today. This comprehensive and insightful multivolume set provides authoritative entries on all
aspects of this world-changing event, including wars, new military technologies, diplomatic initiatives, espionage activities, important individuals and organizations, economic developments, societal and
cultural events, and more. This expansive coverage provides readers with the necessary context to understand the many facets of this complex conﬂict. The work begins with a preface and introduction
and then oﬀers illuminating introductory essays on the origins and course of the Cold War, which are followed by some 1,500 entries on key individuals, wars, battles, weapons systems, diplomacy, politics,
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economics, and art and culture. Each entry has cross-references and a list of books for further reading. The text includes more than 100 key primary source documents, a detailed chronology, a glossary,
and a selective bibliography. Numerous illustrations and maps are inset throughout to provide additional context to the material. Includes more than 1,500 entries covering all facets of the Cold War from
its origins to its aftermath, including all political, diplomatic, military, social, economic, and cultural aspects Incorporates the scholarship of more than 200 internationally recognized contributors from
around the world, many writing about events and issues from the perspective of their country of origin Oﬀers more than 100 original documents—a collection that draws heavily on material from archives
in China, Eastern Europe, and the former Soviet Union Provides hundreds of powerful images and dozens of informative maps detailing speciﬁc military conﬂicts and movements of various groups Includes
a detailed chronology of important events that occurred before, during, and after the Cold War Transnational Soldiers Foreign Military Enlistment in the Modern Era Springer Warfare in the
modern era has often been described in terms of national armies ﬁghting national wars. This volume challenges the view by examining transnational aspects of military mobilization from the eighteenth
century to the present. Truly global in scope, it oﬀers an alternative way of reading the military history of the last 250 years. Political Legitimacy in Southeast Asia The Quest for Moral Authority
Stanford University Press Despite the end of the Cold War, security continues to be a critical concern of Asian states. Allocations of state revenues to the security sector continue to be substantial and
have, in fact, increased in several countries. As Asian nations construct a new security architecture for the Asia-Paciﬁc region, Asian security has received increased attention by the scholarly community.
But most of that scholarship has focused on speciﬁc issues or selected countries. This book aims to lay the groundwork for a comprehensive, in-depth understanding of Asian security by investigating
conceptions of security in sixteen Asian countries. The book undertakes an ethnographic, country-by-country study of how Asian states conceive of their security. For each country, it identiﬁes and explains
the security concerns and behavior of central decision makers, asking who or what is to be protected, against what potential threats, and how security policies have changed over time. This inside-out or
bottom-up approach facilitates both identiﬁcation of similarities and diﬀerences in the security thinking and practice of Asian countries and exploration of their consequences. The crucial insights into the
dynamics of international security in the region provided by this approach can form the basis for further inquiry, including debates about the future of the region. Governing Refugees Justice, Order
and Legal Pluralism Routledge Refugee camps are imbued in the public imagination with assumptions of anarchy, danger and refugee passivity. Governing Refugees: Justice, Order and Legal Pluralism
challenges such assumptions, arguing that refugee camps should be recognized as spaces where social capital can not only survive, but thrive. This book examines camp management and the
administration of justice in refugee camps on the Thailand-Burma border. Emphasising the work of refugees themselves in coping with and adapting to encampment, it considers themes of agency,
sovereignty and legal pluralism in an analysis of local governance and the production of order beyond the state. Governing Refugees will appeal to anyone with relevant interests in law, anthropology and
criminology, as well as those working in the area of refugee studies. Transportation and Revolt Pigeons, Mules, Canals, and the Vanishing Geographies of Subversive Mobility MIT Press How
political regimes have responded when certain modes of transportation—from carrier pigeons to canal boats—have been associated with politically subversive activities. During World War I, German
soldiers shot down carrier pigeons for fear the birds were carrying enemy communiqués; in Mexico, the United States, and other countries, mules were used for smuggling and secret travel in mountainous
areas; in the British Empire in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the British feared that supplies for anti-imperialist rebellion were being transported by canal. In this book, Jacob Shell
argues that many political regimes have historically associated certain modes of transportation with revolt or with subversive activities—and have responded by acting to destroy or curtail those modes of
transportation. Constructing a conceptual framework linking physical geography with the politics of mobility, Shell presents historical examples of the secret, subversive mobilization of people and cargo
across watery spaces and harsh terrain, carried by watercraft and transport animals including pigeons, mules, camels, elephants, and sled dogs. Eﬀorts to suppress such clandestine mobilities ranged from
the violent (the shooting of pigeons) to the indirect—curtailing ﬁnancial support, certain kinds of social knowledge, or schemes for infrastructural development. To show how such eﬀorts at immobilization
could aﬀect cities and urban transportation, Shell looks at the Port of New York in the early twentieth century, where potentially transformative plans for inner-city freight transportation were
rejected—likely, Shell argues, due to fears of anarchist activities. The innovative argument advanced by Shell in Transportation and Revolt challenges conventional wisdom about the supposed
obsolescence of transport methods that have become marginalized in the modern era. The Far East and Australasia 2003 Psychology Press A unique survey of each country in the region. It includes an
extensive collection of facts, statistics, analysis and directory information in one accessible volume. Southeast Asia A Historical Encyclopedia, from Angkor Wat to East Timor ABC-CLIO Contains
over eight hundred alphabetically arranged entries that provide information about topics related to the historical development and global inﬂuence of Southeast Asia, covering politics, war, religion,
socioeconomics, ethnohistory, geography, and folklore. Literature of Travel and Exploration: A to F Taylor & Francis Containing more than 600 entries, this valuable resource presents all aspects of
travel writing. There are entries on places and routes (Afghanistan, Black Sea, Egypt, Gobi Desert, Hawaii, Himalayas, Italy, Northwest Passage, Samarkand, Silk Route, Timbuktu), writers (Isabella Bird, Ibn
Battuta, Bruce Chatwin, Gustave Flaubert, Mary Kingsley, Walter Ralegh, Wilfrid Thesiger), methods of transport and types of journey (balloon, camel, grand tour, hunting and big game expeditions,
pilgrimage, space travel and exploration), genres (buccaneer narratives, guidebooks, New World chronicles, postcards), companies and societies (East India Company, Royal Geographical Society, Society
of Dilettanti), and issues and themes (censorship, exile, orientalism, and tourism). For a full list of entries and contributors, a generous selection of sample entries, and more, visit the Literature of Travel
and Exploration: An Encyclopedia website. Materialising Exile Material Culture and Embodied Experience Among Karenni Refugees in Thailand Berghahn Books Focusing on the highly diverse
Karenni refugee population living in camps on the Thai-Burma border, this innovative book explores materiality, embodiment, memory, imagination, and identity among refugees, providing new and
important ways of understanding how refugees make sense of experience, self, and other. It examines how and to what ends refugees perceive, represent, manipulate, use as metaphor, and otherwise
engage with material objects and spaces, and includes a focus on the real and metaphorical journeys that bring about and perpetuate exile. The combined emphasis on both displacement and materiality,
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and the analysis of the cultural construction and intersections of exilic objects, spaces, and bodies, are unique in the study of both refugees and material culture. Drawing theoretical inﬂuences from
phenomenology, aesthetics, and beyond, as well as from refugee studies and anthropology, the author addresses the current lack of theoretical analysis of the material, visual, spatial, and embodied
aspects of forced migration, providing a fundamentally interlinked analysis of enforced exile and materiality. The Karen Bronze Drums of Burma Types, Iconography, Manufacture, and Use BRILL
The persistence of ritualized hopes and beliefs expressed visually on Karen bronze drums is presented through an extended analysis of the motifs on the tympani of 370 drums. Numerical, conﬁgurational,
and cultural arguments are supported by copious tables and illustrations.
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